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evidential and commercial buildings in the United States
use about $180 billion worth of energy per year for space
heating and cooling, lighting, water heating, and other en-
ergy services.  Passive solar architecture,2 daylighting,

and certain other renewable energy technologies (RETs) can cost-
effectively reduce energy use in new buildings by 15 to 20 per-
cent. Together with energy efficiency improvements,3 these
technologies can provide roughly 50 percent energy savings in
new buildings compared with their conventional counterparts
(see figure 3-1 ). These RETs can save money, reduce the need for
new energy supplies, and provide substantial environmental
benefits.

| What Has Changed?
In the early 1970s, energy was not a very important consideration
in building design or operation. Relatively little was known about
building energy flows, market challenges to use of RETs, or effec-
tive policy responses. Following the 1973-74 oil embargo, build-

I u s ~pa~ment of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Re-

Ie>t’  /993, DOUEIA-0384(93) (Washington, DC: July 1994), pp. 55, 77.

2A more descriptive  [erm is bU//d/ng-~nfegra(ed  solar energy, but the traditional term

passi~e  solar is used here.

sln ~ompanson,  previous work by the Office of Technology Assessment showed hat

cost-effective, commercially available efficiency improvements by themselves could re-
duce new building energy use to two-thirds that of conventional buildings. When the pro-
visions of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 are fully implemented, a portion of these efficien-
cy improvements will be captured. See U.S. Congress, OffIce of Technology Assessment,
Burlding  Energy Eflcienc}, OTA- E-5 18 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Of-
fice, May 1992); “Energy Policy  Act of 1992,” Conference Report 102-1018, Oct. 5,
1992.
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D Energy savings _ Additional cost

Residential Commercial IEA

NOTE Average energy savings are depicted for 20 residential build-
ings and 12 commercial buildings studied in the United Slates as well

as 40 buildings studied by the International Energy Agency The build-
ings were experimental models use of the data obtained from these

studies now allows better performance and lower costs than those
shown here

SOURCES Solar Energy Research Institute Passive Solar Homes 20
Case Studies SERI/SP-271 -2473 (Golden, CO December 1984), Burt

Kosar Rittelmann Associates and Min Kantrowifz Associates Commer-
cial Vuilding Design Integrating Climate, Comfort, and Cost (New York
NY Van Nostrand Reinhold Co 1987) and International Energy
Agency Passive and Hybrid Solar Commercial Buildings Basic Case
Studies, Task Xl (Washington DC U S Government Printing Off Ice
1992)

ing energy research, development. and demon-
stration (RD&D) was launched in parallel with
supports such as tax credits for commercializing
largely unproven technologies. Much was learned
from both the failures and the successes that fol-
lowed.

4[nc]uding  either argon  or @W~n.

Two decades later, we now have a substantial
base of proven technologies and practical policy
experience of what works and what does not.
Many valuable technologies are in the RD&D
pipeline. The design and construction of well-per-
forming passive solar buildings have been conclu-
sively demonstrated. Window technology has
improved dramatically in recent years as multiple
glazings, low-emissivity coatings, and other
technologies have penetrated the market: further
improvements such as gas- filled4 glazings are
now appearing. Sophisticated lighting controls
that integrate artificial lights with daylight are
now available commercially. Improved materials
and designs are appearing in solar water heaters.
These are only a few of the many advances. Some
estimate that more than 200,000 residential and
15.000 commercial buildings using passive archi-
tecture have been builts and 1.8 million solar wa-
ter heaters have been produced.6 Although there
arc serious market challenges hindering adoption
of these technologies. they are now better under-
stood and policies have been developed to deal
with them (see box 3-1 ). Many, however, still pri-
marily remember the frequent overselling of the
technology during the 1970s and early 1980s.

| Potential Roles
The residential and commercial sectors use rough-
ly 35 percent of U.S. primary energy and 65 per-
cent of U.S. electricity (see box 3-2). In addition to
potential direct energy and financial savings to the
building owner,7 incorporating RETs for space
heating and cooling, water heating, and daylight-
ing may shift and or reduce peak loads on utilities,
potentially providing important demand-side
management (DSM) benefuts and cost savings for
the utility. Reducing fossil energy use can also
provide environmental benefits.

5J Douglas Ba]~omb  (cd,), P{13s1t,e  .$olur Bu;ldlng.j  (Cambridge, MA: MIT press. i 992).

~K~nneth (j. shcink~ff,  Progre.f,i  jn solar  L’n(,rg  y Tt(.hnologles and ApplI(utIon.~:  ArI Author/lur/\e Rei’;[]b$ (Boulder. Co. AM~rl~Un So]ilr,.
Energy Society, January 1994).

7Where  IIme.of.use  Ine[erlrlg is used, the bui]ding  owner may capture some of the demand-side management peak load reduction bencfit~.
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Several federal acts currently Influence the use of RETs in buildings Section 912 of the Housing and

Community Development Act of 19921 established the Solar Assistance Financing Entity (SAFE) to help

finance the use of renewable and energy-efficient technologies in buildings. This law also established the

energy-efficient mortgage pilot program under sections 513 and 914

The Energy Policy Act of 19922 requires consideration of RETs in energy standards for new federal

buildings, in residential energy efficiency guidelines, in Iighting, and in the energy-efficient mortgage pilot

program

Many other programs, including Community Development Block Grants and Comprehensive Housing

Assistance Plans, Influence energy use in buildings and might greate greater

future

‘ U S Congress House of Representatives Housing and Commun/(y  f3eve/opnen/  Acf of
(Washngton DC U S Government Prmtlng Off Ice, 1992)

consideration to RETs in the

1992 Conference Report 102-1017

2 U S Congress House of Representatwes, Energy f’o/lcy Acfof  1992, Conference Report 102-1018 (Washington DC U S Gov-
ernment Prlntlng Off Ice 1992)

—

| Principal Themes 3. policy options associated with further RD&D

Three broad themes are addressed in this chapter: and commercialization of RETs for buildings.

1.

2.

the principles and performance of various
RETs8 for heating and cooling, ventilation,
lighting, water heating, and other energy needs
in new9 residential and commercial build-
ings 10;
market challenges in the design, construction,
sale, and ownership of buildings using RETs,
and past experience in addressing these chal-
lenges; and

INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy has been used to heat, cool, and
light buildings since humanity first moved in-
doors. Clerestories11 were used more than 3,000
years ago by the Egyptians to daylight their tem-
ples at Karnak. The Remans designed their build-
ings with a variety of passive solar features:
windows to capture sunlight for heating in the
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Clerestory at the temple of Karnak, Egypt

winter, carefully sized overhangs for shading in
the summer, heavy masonry (thermal mass) 12

construction to moderate day-night temperature
swings, and clerestories to cast 1ight deep into the
building. At the same time, they developed a re-
markable body of law to protect citizens’ rights to
access the sun yet not block their neighbors’ ac-
cess.

13In Iran, Wind towers, the shape Of the roof,

evaporative cooling, and carefully placed plant-
ings were used to control overheating. 14 Many
early Renaissance cathedrals have carefully de-
signed clerestories to provide sufficient light to
define the interior without letting in so much light
as to cause glare or overheating. } 5

These same elements—siting, landscaping,
proper placement and design of windows, over-
hangs, clerestories, thermal mass, and others—are
characteristic of solar architecture today (see fig-
ure 3-2), and can be adapted to a wide variety of
architectural styles. With modern materials and
design tools, these solar architectural techniques
have become much more effective.

The processes of solar heating, ventilation,
thermal storage, evaporation, and radiative cool-
ing occur naturally in buildings. The way we de-
sign and position our buildings, size and orient
their windows, and landscape the property all im-
pact these energy flows. Thus, the question is not
whether renewable energy can influence fossil en-
ergy consumption in our homes and offices-it al-
ready does. The question is whether energy flows
are allowed to cause problems such as overheating
and glare or are employed instead to deliver useful
services. Achieving this goal requires careful
tradeoffs between a variety of design parameters.
Thoughtful, balanced design can provide substan-
tial financial, energy, and aesthetic benefits; poor
design or overreaching to reduce conventional en-
ergy use can increase costs and decrease building
comfort and performance.

Historically, buildings were designed for the
local climate and natural daylighting. Many were,
however, uncomfortable and poorly lit due to in-
sufficient design knowledge, lack of insulation,
and low-quality windows. Then, plentiful and in-
expensive supplies of fossil fuels and electricity
provided architects a degree of freedom they had
never before known (and habitants a degree of
comfort never before experienced), Building de-
signs gradually changed to reflect abstract visions
rather than the reality of the local climate. Energy
use for heating, cooling, and lighting buildings in-
creased accordingly. The first oil crisis of 1973 re-

I ~ncrrll[ll ,llas~ ,lletirl~ the hc;l[ \torii~e  ~,:tpabl]j[)  of;1 Inalcrial multiplied by its mass (weight). A WOOd frame wail has a low heat storage.-
~tipii~ity. w hereai a WI id mawnry w ill 1 hw a high he~t  storugc  ctipac i[y.

13DiiUl~ Fak ro, ‘“llomtm  Solar Legislation.” Pa.$siie Solar Journ(tl, vol. 2, No. 2, 1983, pp. 90-98.

I ~hfeh(]l N, B:~hudori,  “p~~sl~e Cooling Sl ~terns  in Irani~n Architecture,’” Sc!cntific Arwricun,  NO1. 238, 1978,  pp. 144-154..
I sR1chilrd [;, S(eln,  ,4rc/lll[,<[llr(  [/tit/ ~“nt~r,q},  (Garden City, NY: Anchor Press, 1978).
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Energy use in buidings has changed substantially in both form and function during the past several

decades Primary1 energy use in residential and commercial buildings totaled 29 exajoules in 1990 (figure

1-11 in chapter 1 ) Of this, about one-half went to space heating and cooling, one-fifth to Iightlng, and

one-tenth to water heating (figure 3-3) These proportions change significantly with the type of building, its

use, and its occupants Total buiding energy use in the United States has Increased (figure 3-4)—there are

more people, more households, and more offices-while energy use per unit area (commercial) or per per-

son (residential)2 has roughly stabilized over the past decade due to a variety of efficiency Improvements

The sources of energy have changed dramatically Use of fuel 011 has dropped since the 1973011 embargo,

and natural gas has largely made up the difference (figure 3-4) At the same time, new loads have ap-

peared Electron/c office equipment has sharply Increased plug loads3 in commercial buildings4 and pro-

grams such as the “Energy Star Computer” have been launched in response Utility demand-side manage-

ment programs are gaining momentum as they grapple with peak loads due to air conditioning during

summer heat waves, as well as try to reduce overall consumption Building energy use will continue to

change due to technological advances, population growth, economic growth, demographic changes, and

many other factors, perhaps including global warming

1 This breakdown assigns generation transmission and d]slrlbution losses Incurred by the electricity seclor proportionately to

the end use that actualiy consumed the electricity
2 Resldentlal energy use dropped about PO percent between 1972 and 1982 and has since roughly stabilized
3 These are loads on wall outlets due to plugglng  n computers, printers, photocopiers, fax machines and so forth These loads

are dlstlnct from hghtlng loads whch  are wred  mto place when the bulldlng  IS constructed
4 L Norford et al Electrlclty Use n l~formatlon Technologies “ Annua/ Rewew of Energy, vol 15,  1990 pp 423-453

versed that trend and generated a wave of interest
in again using renewable energy to heat, cool, and
light buildings: that reversal lasted little longer
than high oil prices.

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
The total energy performance of a building is a
complex process, dominated by the continuous in-
teraction among the building’s internal sensible
and latent16 heat gains and losses, solar inputs,
thermal storage, radiant heat transfer, and air
movement: the external environment; and other
factors. Conventional space conditioning systems
have been designed simply to overpower the natu-
ral forces both heating and cooling our buildings,
resulting in considerable expenditures for equip-

ment and fuel. The process of maintaining a com-
fortable environment efficiently is a more subtle
and site-specific undertaking.

Renewable energy technologies for buildings
take several approaches in providing energy ser-
vices. Generally the most cost-effective RETs for
space heating, cool ing, and lighting are passive ar-
chitecture and daylighting. These strategies use
the building itself—walls, windows. overhangs,
thermal mass—to capture. store, and distribute re-
newable energy. This approach requires careful
design but uses little or no additional material—
hence its frequent cost-effectiveness. Active sys-
tems use discrete collectors on the roof or near the
building to capture sunlight and pipe the energy
where it can heat the building (or domestic hot wa-

l~sensible  heat is what  v e phy slcall} feel when we touch a hot object: latent heat is the energy required to evaporate a quantit>  of R ~t~r.  A~

used here, latent heat refer~  to [he  large  amount of moisture or humidity that can be exchanged among a building’s material~,  indoor air, and the
outside. High Ieveli  of humidity contribute substantially to occupant discomfort and increase building cooling loads.
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A variety of other renewable energy technologies can provide useful energy services for buildings but

have not been considered in detail in the course of this assessment. These Include wood heating and geo-

thermal heat pumps

Wood Heat
Wood heating can be cost-effective where low-cost, reliable sources of wood are used 117 well-designed

and well-built wood stoves Domestic wood stoves can, however, produce relatively high levels of smoke

that may lead to local air pollution Catalytic combustors have reduced this air pollution problem while gen-

erally Increasing stove efficiencies

Geothermal Heat Pumps
Most heat pumps use air as a heat source or sink. The problem with this IS that when heating or cooling

IS needed the most, the air is at its coldest or hottest which makes the air-coupled heat pump work harder

and reduces its efficiency 1 Geothermal heat pumps, however are coupled to the relatively constant

ground temperature by long pipes in the ground to collect heat for heating or to cool the fluid in the pipes

for air conditioning The moderate ground temperatures allow geothermal heat pumps to run more efficient-

Iy typically using about two-thirds as much electricity as standard air-coupled heat pumps and less than

half as much as an electric resistance heater combined with a conventional air conditioner Burying the

pipes does cost more however and simple payback times for this additional cost are typically on the order

of six years.

I

ter) or drive a cooling systcm. These systems are
cost-effective only in particular circumstancres be-
cause of the large quantities of expensive add-on
materials required.  Of increasing interest  sys-
tems that are integrated into the building shell it-
self, including ventilation air preheat and
photovoltaics. By integrating these systems into
the building, the amount of epensive add-on ma-
terial required can be minimized and the system
made more cost-effective. Othcr RETs are dis-
cussed in box 3-3.

Because  the environment, construction, usage,
and energy demand patterns for buildings differ
(see figure 3-3), renewable strategies tend to be
context -dependent: a strategy designed for a
building used for manufacturing may not be appli-

cable in a comparably sized and built adjacent
warehouse. Similarly, a RET strategy used for a
small office building may not be applicable in a
nearby residence. These energy use patterns have
also changed significantly over time, particularly
with increasing use of electricity (see figure 3-4).

| Passive Architecture17

Renewable energy technologies to provide space
heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting energy

services can take many forms in residential and
commercial buildings. Passive heating and cool-
ing technologies use the building itself to capture
sunlight for heat and/or light and to reject heat
from the building. This includes windows to let in
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light for both heating and lighting; overhangs to
block the summer sun and minimize cooling re-
quirements, ventilation to reject unwanted heat or
provide fresh air, and thermal mass such as bricks
or concrete to store heat for use (winter) or to ab-
sorb heat for removal (summer) at some other time
during the day.

Window technology and placement are critical
for capturing solar energy in the winter and reject-
ing it in the summer; improvements in window
technology over the past decade allow this to be
done much more effectively than in the past (see
box 3-4). Once the window captures heat, thermal
mass 18 and interior air movements determine how

effectively this heat is used. In recent years, pas-
sive design has emphasized “sun-tempering,”
which rearranges windows in the building to im-
prove solar gain and lighting but (over the entire
building) may require little additional window
area and little or no additional thermal mass. This
avoids the cost of adding thermal mass; it also re-
duces design complexity by avoiding the difficul-
ty of properly coupling incoming sunlight to the
thermal mass. Most conventional construction, in
fact, has moved toward the use of lighter weight
materials. Even traditional elements such as brick
fireplaces are today commonly made of metal
with a relatively lightweight brick veneer over it

I x~ermal  mass  c~n moderate interior temperature swings.
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to provide the appearance of solidity; this type of
construction reduces the usefulness of a fireplace
as thermal mass.

As south-facing window area is increased,
more sunlight is admitted into the space and the
use of thermal mass gradually becomes more im-
portant to minimize overheating and moderate
day-night temperature swings. Overheating and
glare were frequent complaints in early passive
homes, but they can now generally be avoided
with proper design.

These same architectural elements can provide
summer cooling. Overhangs19 can shade south-
facing windows from the summer sun, thermal
mass can moderate temperature swings and can be

used to absorb heat during the day for release out-
side at night,20 and properly sited operable win-
dows and open floor plans can provide effective
cross ventilation. Other techniques used include
shading by properly placed and selected trees or
other landscaping, night cooling,21 and others. In
the dry Southwest, evaporative cooling can be ef-
fective and has long been used;22 for the humid
Southeast, desiccant moisture removal systems
are being developed because moisture removal is
a prime problem.23

A key element in cost-effectiveness for these
technologies is to employ the same elements nor-
mally used to construct a building, but configure

191nc]uding  awnings and trellises.

z~ls will genera]]y ~ accomplished wi[h ventilation at night to circulate cooler night air.

2 l~is can include ventila[ion with night air or radiation to the night sky—both coupled to thermal mass (including eafth coupling)  to re-

move heat absorbed by the thermal mass  during the day.

2zAs tie  name imp]les,  ~vaporatlve ~oollng  “jej  [he e~apra[lon  of water to absorb heat and COOI the air. when  the cooler,  more humid air is

discharged directly into the living space, the system  is often known as a “swamp chiller. ” AltemativeIy, heat exchangers can be used, with the
humidified air blown outside after it first cools off dry interior air via a heat exchanger. This prevents excessive moisture input into interior
spaces.

23~~lccant  removal systems “se drying agellt$ t. ~bsorb ~ ater from the interior air ~d then use Solar energy to heat the agent and drive off

the moisture, releasing it to the outside.
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Approximately 15 exajoules (EJ) of primary energy are used annually to heat and cool buidings; rough-

ly one-quarter of this energy demand  due to undesirable heat losses or gains through windows,1 When

the first 011 crisis occurred in 1973, approximately 70 percent of new windows sold in the United States

were single glazed with an insulating value of R-1 2 If an average building Iife of 40 years is assumed, such

windows would result in the Iifetime loss of more than 100 EJ worth more than $1 trillion 3 Following the first

energy crisis, changes in building codes and other factors resulted by 1990 in the market shifting largely

(80 percent) to double-glazed windows with an insulating value of R-2 Such windows cut energy loss in

half.

Beginning in 1976, researchers at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory began work to Improve window perfor-

mance Low-emissivity (low-E) windows with special coatings to reduce heat loss were their first major

focus The $2-million federal Investment leveraged some $100 million in private Investment in Iow-E film

production technology,4 This work produced windows with a thermal resistivity of R-3, and with low-con-

ductivty gases, R-4, with energy savings of two-thirds and three-quarters, respectively, compared with

single-glazed windows The first significant sales of low-E windows occurred in 1984 following a variety of

ongoing federal supports and outreach to manufacturers; they now account for one-third of residential win-

dow sales A number of other technologies have been developed subsequently and are now in various

stages of commercialization, Transparent insulation and electronically controlled coatings5 are under devel-

opment and promise substantial further Improvements in window performance,

In parallel, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a computer design tool called Window 4.0,

more than 3,000 copies have now been distributed. It IS used extensively by manufacturers to design more

energy-efficient windows and by Industry for the window rating and labeling system.

‘ R Bevlngton and A Rosenfeld, “Energy for Bulldlngs and Homes, ’ Sc{enflhc Arnencan, VOI 263, No 3, September 1990, p 80

2 R-1 refers 10 the resstance to heat flow, R-1 IS a resrstlvky  of 1 square foot-hour-°FBtu
~ This assumes that 70 percent of the windows of the total bulldlng  stock are single-glazed, In faCt,  the fraction that was  SlnCJle-

glazed at that hmewas Ihkelytobe slgnlflcantly higher Thedollarvalue  IS basedon the overall energy costs for bulldlngs, Ihefrachonof
e[]ergy use lost by windows, and a 40-year bulldlng  hfe

a Howard S Geller et al “The Importance of Government-Supported Research and Development In Advancing Energy Efficiency
m the Unfed  States Bulldlngs Sector” E/ectric/ty Effclent  End-Use and New Genera[ion Techno/ogles, and Their P/annmg /mp/ica-

f)ons,  Thomas B Johansson et al (eds ) (Lund, Sweden Lund Unwerslty Press, 1989)
5 Electrochromlc windows Researchers are also examlmng thermochromlc (responsive to temperature) and photochromic (re-

sponsive to ilght) coatings

— —. .

them in ways that better control natural energy ful siting and landscaping, and other aids. These
flows. Thus, windows on the east and west side
are minimized-they tend to provide little net
winter heat but significant summer overheating—
and the equivalent window area is moved to the
south side where it can provide winter heating. A
fireplace might be positioned so that it receives di-
rect sunlight in the winter and thus can provide
some thermal mass benefits. Passive design must
be used in conjunction with a full complement of
cost-effective energy efficiency techniques, care-

design techniques are subtle, but effective.
Passive heating, cooling, and lighting (see be-

low) require careful and sophisticated architectur-
al design; they are design-intensive rather than
material-intensive. The development, testing, and
distribution of effective computer design tools
and the provision of additional supports at the de-
sign stage may therefore be important for effective
and widespread use of these technologies.
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In some circumstances, however, the careful
“tuning” of passive design performance may also
cause difficulties. For example, passive solar and
daylit designs may sometimes be less amenable
than conventionally heated buildings to subse-
quent modifications to suit the tastes of new
owners. New owners of passive homes have
sometimes covered interior mass floors with car-
pet, mass walls with wallboard, or made other
changes that reduced the effectiveness of carefully
tuned interior designs. Similarly, offices may raise
existing or build new walls to increase worker pri-
vacy that at the same time disrupt the natural flow
of solar heated air through the building or block
daylight. On the other hand, unlike conventional
structures, passive buildings can often remain
habitable (and are less susceptible to freezing
damage) during power and fuel disruptions in se-
vere cold or hot spells. Further, passive design
features do not generally wear out the way con-
ventional heating, cooling, or lighting equipment
does.

Properly designed and built, the reduction in
heating and cooling loads made possible through
passive solar design can allow conventional heat-
ing and cooling equipment to be downsized, in
part offsetting any additional cost of RETs. Over-
all cost and performance results from a number of
case studies of carefully monitored buildings
across the United States are shown in figure 3-1.
These buildings demonstrated significant energy
savings, averaging roughly 50 percent energy sav-
ings for efficiency and renewable energy contribu-
tions combined, compared with conventional
designs, and at relatively little increase in

construction cost. The overall cost of saving ener-
gy by using these technologies is substantially
lower than current or projected costs of conven-
tional fuels, as indicated in the example supply
curve of figure 3-5. These opportunities can be
found throughout the United States and offer pro-
spective owners of new residential and commer-
cial buildings large cost and energy savings.

| Daylighting24

Daylighting is the process of letting light in from
the outside and integrating it with interior electric
l ighting (o provide high-quali ty,  glare-free,  lowl-

energy-use lighting for occupants. This includes
adding high windows, clerestories, and skylights
or roof monitors to cast light deep into the build-
ing’s interior: atria to provide lighting in the core
of a large building: and appropriately placed
walls, screens, reflectors, and luminaires to dif-
fuse daylight.

Both direct and diffuse sunlight can be used for
daylighting. Direct sunlight is highly directional,
very intense, and often variable from moment to
moment (e.g., as clouds pass by). It is used for
dayligh only after it has been diffused by pas-
sage through a diffusing window or fixture or after
it has been reflected off an interior (nonmirror)
surface. Direct sunlight may also be used for inte-
rior spaces where light must be “piped” in.25 Dif-
fuse sunlight is light that has been scattered by the
atmosphere and comes from the entire sky. Al-
though it is less intense than direct sunlight, it is
much less directional and variable from moment
to moment. Daylighting strategies often rely more

2@ee,  e.g., J. Douglas Balcomb, “Daylighting,” ISPRA Course on Passive Solar Technologies for Buildings in Mediterranean Climates,
Kefalonia, Greece, Oct. 17-21, 1988; C. Ben[on et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Control System Performance in a Modern Daylightcd
Office Building,” LB L-3061 1, October 1990; D. Arasteh et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Cooling Energ}  and Cost Sak ]ngs w Ith D~y
lighting in a Hot and Humid Climate,” LBL- 19734, July 1985; and G. Sweitzer et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Effects  of Low-Eml~sl~
ity Glazings on Energy Use Patterns in N’onresidermal Dayl ighted Bui Mings,  ” 1.BL-2 1577, December 1986. E~tcn\ivc literature on daylighting
can be found m Amerlc’an Solar  Energy  Society, op. cit., footnote 17. For practical hands-on guides. see, e.g., Wayne Place and Thomas C.
Howard, North Carollna Alternative Energy Corp., ‘“Day lighting Multistory Office Building s,” 1990; and Wayne Place and Thoma\ C. How ard,
North Carolina Alternative Energy Corp., “Daylighting  Classroom Buildings,” 1991.

2~If no( diffused by a dlffu~lng window, fixture, or reflector, direct sunlight tends to be used sparingly and then primarii> to aCCellt  Internal

design. In this context, note that simply allowing light in from large expanses of glass on modem office facades can result in glare and require

high levels of artificial light as a counterbalance.
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heavily on diffuse sunlight because of its higher energy savings from daylighting strategies is
lighting quality and stability. heavily dependent on the relationship between

Because daylight provides more visible light lighting and cooling electricity saved, or addition-

than heat compared with artificial lighting, it can al heating energy consumed. This relationship va-

also reduce air conditioning loads.26 Overall, the

‘cDiffuse  sun] ight is roughly twice as efllcient as standard fluorescent bulbs and nearly six times as efficient as incandescent bulbs in terms
of I ighting  service per unit thermal input into the building. Thus, admitting I watt of diffuse sunlight can allow a decrease in the fluorescent
lighting load by 2 watts, and also decrease the air conditioning load by 0.5 watts (if a coefficient performance of 2 is assumed), for a net sav in~s
of 2.5 watts of elemiclty px watt of sunlight. This  benefit  is decreasing as artificial  lighting becomes more efficient and lighting design reduces
unnecessarily high lighting levels.
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ries widely from region to region and from
building to building within regions.27

Daylighting is of particular interest in office
buildings where lighting is a very large energy de-
mand; internal heat gains predominate so that
cooling is needed over much of the year (and so
daylight can reduce cooling loads); and architec-
ture has already moved toward glass exteriors and
interior atria.28

Daylighting is also of great inter-
est for schools. Properly designed, daylighting
can provide 50 to 75 percent of the light needed
during daytime hours. Daylighting must be inte-

grated with heating and cooling design elements
to achieve optimal overall performance. Windows
used for day lighting can be placed to provide pas-
sive solar heating in the winter and to avoid sum-
mer solar gains. Controls to dim or turn off
artificial lights are usually required to achieve the
full potential savings of daylighting.30

| Solar Water Heaters
Solar water heaters use panels or tanks exposed to
the sun to warm water for domestic or service use
(solar domestic hot water, SDHW)31 or for swim-

 E a r l y  a d o p t i o n  w a s  f u e l e d  b y  a  ming pools.32

number of forces, including emerging environ-
mentalism, fear of high fuel prices, and govern-
ment tax credits. With the expiration of the federal
tax credit in 1985, the solar thermal (including the
solar water heater) market experienced consider-
able downsizing, from 225 manufacturcrs in 1984
to 98 in 1986 and 45 today.33 Overall, an esti-
mated 1.8 million systems have been produced
since the 1970s.34

Solar pool heaters are a low-temperature ap-
plication, typically operating around 80°F (270C),
and thus can be quite efficient without using an in-
sulating glass or plastic cover, or other insulation.
This allows them to be very low cost with average
wholesale prices in 1992 of $27/mz ($2.50/ft z).35

Solar pool heaters are cost-effective over a fairly
wide range of conditions and have developed into
a significant market. Sales increased 11 percent
from 1991 to 1992 and accounted for nearly 90
percent of the solar thermal collector market.36

SDHW is a medium-temperature application.
typically operating around 120oF (50oC). These
temperatures require insulating glass or plastic

“The relation~hlp  between cooling and heating loads  depends dramatically on the length  and WJ eritj of the heating and cooling ~cawm~.
lle length of thew  wafons  for a particular building depends on the as~umed baic cu~c  amount of heat  thiit is gcncriited  R i thin the bui khng (e.g.,
by people, lights, and  computers) and the degree to which this amount is changed  b} decrtiiiing the !ighting Io:id. Thu\, d;i) lighting would wik e
proportionately more energy in a den~ely  packed office buildin~  or rc~taur:int.  with I;irge intcm;il  hciit gain~  tind a long coollng wawn.  than in a
warehouse, w lth little internal gain and a ~horter  cooling season.

2x Balcomb, op. cit.. footnote 24.
21) Nlihe Nicklas. Innovative Design; J, Douglas Balcomb, Nation:il  Renewable Energy  I.aborator); and Mark Kelle),  Building Science Em

g ineering, personal communication, Apr. 13, 1994.
1O1n ~eneral  hol~,cl,er  da} 1 iOhtlng is desirable ~here it can pro} ide ~u~rlor  i igh[lng for a ]arge portion of the IInle.  c)[heru i~e, da) ] i~hting,.~

doc~  notcbecorne  the norm and people oJerride the lighting con[rols too frequently. Nichlas, op. cit.. footnote 29.

; ]n,~ refers t. hot water u~ed for household purposes (e. g., washing and b~thlng  ).

~2Solur  water heatcri can be either pasiive, in which the flow of water ( or other fluld ) ii clri~ en by natur;il ternpcriilure  differences generated
by solar heating, or active, in which the flow of w~iter (or other fluid) is driven b) an electric pump [x~wercd  b> the utility grid or by an iidj~cent
photcmohalc ~)stcm.

~ 1 [M~~ n~lz ino actu:illv beoan  in ~ 979, but ~KParlcnce(l i[f blgge~[ Jump ~-t}~een 1 ~)~-$ iind J ~)~~, ~l,s. ~~p:ir[mc[][  of [Zncrg?’.  Ener:y  [n.

formati(m  Adml~~tration.  Sol;r Collec[or ~fuu~~ja(~urln~  Ac[I\rfI /992, DOE ElA-{) 174(92) (~ra~hington. DC”. Nokwmher  19°3 ).
\JShclnk{)ff,  op, cl[,. footnote 6

~~EneroY ]nforrnti[lon  Administration, op. cit., footnote ~~@
~~T~[a]  ~()]ar  [hernial c~]lect~r shipments  in 1992 were about 7 tTIllllOn ~q~larc  feet
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covers, side and back insulation, and other tech-
niques to reduce heat loss and improve efficien-
c y .37 The  grea te r material intensity and
complexity of these collectors raise wholesale
prices for the collector alone into the range of
$100/m2 ($1 0/ft2).38 Overall costs are typically in
the neighborhood of $200/m2 for all of the hard-
ware, $ 100/m2 for installation, and up to $300/m2

for overhead, profit, and marketing costs.39 This
gives a total installed cost in the range of $300/m2

to $600/m2 ($30/ft 2 to $60/ft2).40 Typical systems
are 4 to 8 m2 in area, depending on the climate, and
deliver roughly 30 to 40 MJ/day of energy. This is
equivalent to about 8 to 12 kWh of electricity with
a value of $0.80 to $1.20/day at high electricity
rates. 41The simple payback may then be as low as

six years in some select areas compared with elec-
tric water heating,

42 but it is not generally cost-

competitive compared with natural gas systems at
current prices.43

Large-scale production and installation of solar
water heaters might allow significant price de-
creases through economies of scale and learning
and by reducing marketing and other overheads.
Although there are enough cost-effective uses of
SDHW to justify large-scale manufacturing and
installation, the market has been slow to develop
due to a variety of market challenges.

Sola water heaters may also sometimes be
made more cost-effective by considering their use

in utility demand-side management (DSM) pro-
grams. Although water heating is a large energy
demand (see figure 3-3), utility DSM programs
must instead focus on the extent to which water
heating contributes to the utility’s peak electricity
demand; this varies by region and time of year. As
an example of it not being cost-effective, studies
by Florida Power and Light found that electric wa-
ter heaters only contributed an average of about
0.2 kW each to the peak load. Overall program
costs and ratepayer impact concerns then made so-
lar water heater DSM investment incentives not
cost-effective (see box 3-5).

In areas with large coincident peaks between
electric water heating loads and utility loads, util-
ity incentives for SDHW systems may be cost-ef-
fective.44 In response to this DSM opportunity,
Edison Electric Institute, the American Public
Power Association, and the Department of Energy
established the Utility Solar Water (USH20) Pro-
gram to assist in the development and expansion
of utility programs for residential and commercial
solar water heating. The intent is both to reduce
utility demand in regions where the SDHW option
is cost-effective and to aggregate markets for
SDHW so as to allow manufacturing and installa-
tion scaleup and thus help drive costs down.

As with passive systems, the cost-effectiveness
of SDHW might be assisted by developing de-

~7T&se  inc]u~e  spctraljy se]ec[ive  absorber surfi3Cc% and Vacuunl  jack-

38 Energy Information Administration, Op. cit., footnote 33.

~~HenrJ  (Greg) peebles  111, American  Energy Technologies, Inc.,  personal communication, MaY 26, ] 994.

.lO1n Comparison, one manufacturer estimated costs  t. be [yplcally 25 percent for tie  collector and re]ated hardware, 25 percent for market-
ing ;in~ a~ve~lSelnent, [s ~rcerlt  for installation,  and 35 percent for overhead and profit.

~ !Thls  ignores  storage ]Osses ~d the Va]ue of the elec~lc water heater tank, and assumes a high value of 10@/kWh  for residential df3CtriClty.

~~Thi\ assumes  the higher cost of $60()/rnz for a smal]er 4 nlz system installed in a favorable C]lmate, a high level  of de] ivered enert3Y,  and

high electricity rates.

J~Batch  ~d thermosyphon  water heaters  are pafl]cularly  cost-effective, in Some Cases even when measured against  natUral gaS.

4-lsee e,g,,  Cliffords,  Murley and Donald E. C)sbom, “SMUD’s Residential and Commercial So]ar Domestic Hot Water  i%OgramS,  ” pawr

presented at the American Solar Energy Society Soiar 94 Conference, San Jose, CA, June 1994. A detailed study across the entire United States
found a wide variation in coincidence between hot water demand and utility loads, ranging from 12 to 78 percent in the summer to O to 36
percent in the winter, depending on the region. See S.E Ahmed and J. Estoque, Solar Hot Water Manual for Electric Utilities: Domestic Hot
W’arer  Sj.jtems, EPRI EM-4965 (Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Research Institute, December 1986).
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Florida Power and Light (FPL) began prowding front-end payments of up to $400 for solar domestic

water heaters (SDHW) in 1982 Installations under this program grew steadily to almost 14000 in 1985

before collapsing to less than 1,000 by 1987 when federal tax credits were withdrawn Overall FPL pro-

vided support for almost 41,000 solar water heaters between 1982 and 1990

In response to the Florida Public Service Commission, FPL developed a demand-side management

plan in 1990 On reviewing the payment for domestic solar water heaters, FPL found that, in fact, there

were benefits of only 75@ for every dollar spent The reason was that few people took hot showers in the

late afternoon when FPL experienced its peak electricity demand, so substituting SDHW reduced the peak

load Iittle and saved FPL Iittle Investment On the other hand during off peak times, electric water heaters

consumed large amounts of power --1 ,500 kWh per year—and so contributed substantially to FPL

revenues

Despite these results, FPL ultimately petitioned the Commission to continue its SDHW Incentive pay-

ment program because of FPLs concern that many of the benefits of renewable (e g , environmental bene-

fits, fuel diversity, continued support for the embryonic solar Industry) were not captured in the cost-benefit

analysis

At the same time, FPL discovered in its review of the SDHW program that swimming pool pumps had a

high load during the late-afternoon peak period Subsequent analysis found that photovoltaic-powered pool

pumps had a benefit-cost ratio of 1 2 (i.e., 20 percent net benefits) An Incentive program for photovoltaic-

powered pool pumps IS now under study.

1 Steven R Slm Residential Solar DSM Programs at Flortda Power and Light “ So/ar Age September-October 1991 pp 23-25

signs that are integrated into the building shell, re-
ducing overall material and construction
requirements. Homeowner costs may also be re-
duced by incorporating the costs of the system
into the home mortgage—amortizing SDHW
costs over 30 years and allowing interest charges
to be deducted from tax payments.

| Active Space Heating and Cooling45

Active space heating and cooling systems use dis-
crete solar collectors—large panels glazed with
glass or clear plastic---on the roof or beside the
structure to capture sunlight and pipe the energy

where it can heat a building or drive a cooling
system.

Active space heating and cooling systems are
cost-effective for only a 1 imited range of applica-
tions. 46 The primary difficulty with active sys-
tems is that large costly areas are required to
collect the relatively low-energy-intensity solar
resource. It is difficult to do this cost-effectively
with discrete dedicated material- and labor- inten-
sive collectors. In contrast. the cost-effectiveness
of passive architecture is largely the consequence
of being able to use elements of the building it-

~SFor  C/a\sIc  dejcrlpti(ln~ ofa(.[l~e ~} ~[cmf, wc John  A. Duffic  and W’illiam  A. Beckrn,  in, So]ar ~r?~lnecrrn(~  @%rnlut Pr~X c.! fL’~, ~n~ Ed.>
(New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons,  199 I ); and Bruce  D. Hunn et al. (eds.  ), L’ngineet-lnty Prlnciplcs and ConccpI\  fi)r AIIIIC Solar .$) jtcnlf

(Golden, CO: Solar Encrg>  Research  Institute. July 1987).

%u, s, Department of Energ~, “’Renew able Energy Technology’  Evolution Rationales,” draft, Oct. 5, 1990; and Amcricim  Solar Energ) Soci-

ety, Progress  in .k}iar L“rrcr<q?  Te(}lnologlr~  find  App//caf/m~:  Atr  A[([hor[(u[\\c  R(I\Ie\~ (Boulder, CO: Januar)  1994 ).
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self—at little or no additional material or labor
cost—to perform the collection function.

Several recent efforts have focused on reducing
the material intensity of active solar systems by
integrating the collector into the building shell.
For example, solar collectors are being developed
that heat ventilation air before it enters a build-
ing.47 These collectors form part of the building

wall. Because ventilation air is a low-temperature
application (roughly 65° to 70°F) and because air
is pulled through the collector to the inside (mini-
mizing heat losses), glass or plastic covers are not
needed for insulation as is common for somewhat
higher temperature applications (such as solar do-
mestic hot water heaters). These factors minimize
the use of additional materials. At the same time,
low temperatures also mean that these systems
can be relatively high inefficiency. This technolo-
gy received one of the prestigious R& D 1 0 0
awards from Research and Development maga-
zine for 1994. Ventilation preheat may become a
more important consideration as new air quality
standards for buildings are implemented,48 and
these technologies appear likely to be cost-effec-
tive in some colder climate applications.

| Landscaping and Tree Planting49

The summer and winter temperatures of urban
areas tend to be higher than rural surroundings be-

cause asphalt, concrete, and other construction
materials absorb and hold large amounts of heat,
and because there is little vegetation for shade or
to transpire moisture and thus lower urban tem-
peratures. so In some cooling-dominated climates,

shading and reflective surfaces may help cool
buildings.

51 For example, the National Academy

of Sciences estimates that planting trees and light-
ening the color of roads and buildings could re-
duce U.S. air conditioning use by about 25
percent. 52 Likewise, absorptive surfaces and

properly designed landscaping can help reduce
heating requirements in other areas.

In response to this opportunity, several tree
planting programs have recently been initiated or
considered, including utility demand-side man-
agement programs. Little is known at this point
about the overall cost-effectiveness of these ef-
forts. 53 Balancing the potential energy and peak
electric capacity savings (which require further re-
search themselves) are outreach, planting costs,
maintenance, water use, risk of loss of trees, and
other factors. In addition, there are concerns about
root growth into sidewalks, sewers, and founda-
tions, among other issues. The location of trees
around a house and in any urban environment
must be carefully considered so as to help rather
than hinder passive performance in all seasons.

47 Charles F. K~tScher and Craig B. Christensen, “Unglazed Transpired Solar Collectors,” Ad~unce.s  in War Energy, Karl W. Boer (cd.)

(Boulder, CO: American Solar Energy Society, 1992); and Charles E. Kutscher,  “Unglazed Transpired Solar Collectors,” Solar Ttiay,  August
1992, pp. 21-22.

~]n  [he past, ventilation air heating was genera]]y  not a separately identified load. Over the past two decades, however, residential ~d

commercial buildings have been made substantially more airtight in order to increase efficiency; consequently, ventilation air heating is becom-
ing a more identifiable load. With new concerns over air quality and higher ventilation rates under American Society of Heating, Refrigeration,
and Air Conditioning Engineers’s new standards, ventilation air heating is I ikely to become an important energy demand and may account for
roughly 5 to 15 percent of building energy demand.

49u ,S Environmental ~o[ection  Agency,  coo/;ng our  Communities: A Guidebook on Tree Planting and Ligh\-Colored  surfacing (WM-

ington,  DC: 1992).

SoUrban heat is]and effects  may,  however,  benefit  winter heating. On the other hand, trees can provide important wind shielding from winter

winds and reduce building heat loss, but winter shading even by bare branches can reduce winter heat gain substantially.

5 I care must  & taken,  however, ~a[ ]Igh[  su~aces  do not reflect into adjacent  windows and increase glare and cooling requirements.

52 Nat10nal Academy of Sciences, Po/r’cy /mP/ica~ions  of Greenhou~e  Watmfng  (Washington, DC: National Academy press, 199]  ).

53E.  Gregory McPherson, “Evaluating the Cost Effectiveness of Shade Trees for Demand-Side Management,” The E/ec/ricity  Journaf,

November 1993, pp. 57-65.
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Much further RD&D is needed to better under-
stand all these issues.

The potential in urban cores is less clear
because of the density and scale of construction.
Further research and carefully monitored demon-
strations are needed to clarify this potential. Car-
bon sequestration and air quality benefits, as well
as aesthetic benefits, are potentially also provided
by suburban and urban tree planting programs. B y
one estimate, a 5°F (3°C) reduction in the daily
high temperature of Los Angeles by using light-
colored surfaces on roads and buildings and by
planting trees could reduce smog episodes by one-
third .54

| Integrated Design
All of these technologies—passive or active solar
heating and cooling, daylighting, efficiency im-
provements, and others—must be considered in
an integrated fashion. Adding sufficient window
area to heat a poorly insulated building in the win-
ter may require such large amounts of thermal
mass to reduce day-night temperature swings that
it is not cost-effective, whereas adding a small
amount of window area to a well-insulated build-
ing may provide highly cost-effective heating.
Thermal mass considered only for its winter heat-
ing benefits may not be cost-effective, but when
considered for its summer air conditioning peak
load shifting as well, it may be quite desirable.

Integrated building design is very important for
achieving high performance in these systems.ss

Integrated design considers a wide range of cost
and performance tradeoffs across all aspects of the
building’s design in order to deliver the highest
quality building services—thermal comfort,
lighting, clean air, aesthetics—at the lowest pos-
sible life-cycle cost. Adequate consideration of all

these factors is a very design-intensive process.
Consequently, the lack of capable computer de-
sign tools to aid the architect and builder in this
process is an important factor that has 1imited pen-
etration of these technologies. Improved knowl-
edge of building physics and the widespread
availability of powerful personal computers tire
now opening up, for the first time. the possibility
of sophisticated, integrated building design.

| RD&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
For RETs to make a substantial contribut ion to en-
ergy needs in the buildings sector a variety of
RD&D and commercialization issues must be ad-
dressed. RD&D needs are examined briefly here,
followed by a detailed look at several key com-
mercialization challenges.

| Research, Development,
and Demonstration

Although several of these renewable energy
technologies are moderately mature, further R&D
is needed in areas such as monitoring systems;
computer-aided design tools for integrating day-
lighting, passive solar heating and cooling, and
other attributes in building design; more intelli-
gent lighting controls to better integrate artificial
lighting with daylighting availability; electroni-
cally adjustable and spectrally selective windows;
and improved materials for active and passive so-
lar heating elements. These and other potential
areas for further RD&D are summarized in table
3-1.

past Experiences56

Research, development, and demonstration of
RETs for buildings has been supported by federal
and state policies and programs for some two dc -

54L,W  ~ence  Berhe]cy Laboramry, “Heat Island~ and HOW To Cool Them,” Cenfcrfi)r Buildfng Science Ne)t.j, fpring 1994.

55J Douola~  B~]c~T~lb,  .]n[egra[ed  ~ji:n, ” Pawr pre~en[ed  a[ the S} mpo~ium  on Solar Energy  and Buildings, Athen\, [h~~e. DCT.  ~- 1 ().e .
I 993.

56~e dlscusilon  on ~xv.ricnce  is ba$ed on J, D~ugla~ Ba]comb, PUYS[l,C Ren~ii~lh/e  L“nerg\l: Whtil’.T Holding ~r.$ [[p ‘) whul .%}Io141(1 fit’

Done? (Boulder, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory. July, 1992); and personal communications with contributor a~ listed  in the front
of this report.
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Materials Insulants, particularly transparent lnsulants such as aerogels
Electronically adjustable spectrally selective windows,
Improved Iighting controls for Integrating daylighting and artificial lights
Improved and longer life gaskets and sealants
Phase-change materials,
Desiccants for cooling systems.
Selective surfaces
Improved catalysts for small-scale biomass combustion emissions control
Air-to-air heat exchanger materials

Building physics Passive cooling techniques, Incuding radiant cooling
Perimeter daylighting systems, allowing deeper penetration of perimeter spaces
Atria design for better daylighting and thermal performance
Basic heat transfer and natural convection air-flow research to improve perfor-

mance and comfort
Moisture absorption and desorption in building materials
Duct design

Whole buildings Testing advanced concepts in buildings,
Performance monitoring of solar buildings
Model land-use controls to encourage proper subdivision/site design

Human comfort research Determining what makes people comfortable or uncomfortable with respect to
temperature, humidity, Iighting, and other factors within a building.

Design tools Improved residential and commercial building design tools that perform Integrated
analysis, including daylighting and window design, space heating, space cool-
ing, and utility demand-side management

Development of simplified design tools for the design and construction community.
Validation of design tools

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

cades. This support has led to important develop- and desiccant cooling; and other technologies.
ments in many aspects of passive and active solar Not all projects were successful, of course, but the
design; a variety of efficient lighting and tip- overall track record has been good.

5 7  l o w - e m i s s i v i t y  w i n d o wpliance technologies; Support has also been provided for a number of
coatings 58 and other window technology im- demonstrations and field monitoring. The Depart-
provements, including the development of design ment of Energy (DOE) Passive Solar Commercial
tools; 59 radiant barrier technology; ventilative Buildings Program supported the design of 21

57 How.ard s. Ge]lcr  et ~]., ‘.~e ImPrtance of CJoVernmen[-Support~d  Research  and ~ci elopmcm  in Ad\ tincing Energy  Effkl~ncy  in the

United States Buildings Sector,” E/ecrric’iry: E~JcIenf  End-{J~e on(f .?[e}$’ Gcncrtt[io)I  Techno/ogie$,  urrd  Their P/LJnnInx /mp/lcul/on.\, Thomas

B. Johansson et al. (cds.  ) (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Prmj, 1989).

5f!By one ~~tiInate,  the return on [his te~hncJ]ogy__natiolla]  ~ay ings to federal investment-hus been 7,000 to ] StX ibid.
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commercial buildings throughout the United
States and monitored the cost and performance of
12 of them.60 Energy and operating expenses were
cut in half with, on average, no net increase in
construction costs. Overall, 1ighting energy was
reduced 65 percent, cooling 65 percent, and heat-
ing 44 percent compared with standard construc-
tion (figure 3-1 ). Detailed surveys found
occupants highly satisfied with the buildings, par-
ticularly the daylighting. Key factors contributing
to success included federal use of private parties to
design, construct, and use the buildings, with the
federal role limited to bringing the parties togeth-
er, absorbing the additional cost of designing the
buildings, and monitoring building cost and per-
formance. This program helped train numerous
architects, engineers, and builders: provided de-
monstrable proof that the concepts worked; and
helped leverage the construction of many other
passive buildings.

Similarly, the Class B Residential Passive So-
lar Performance Monitoring Program conducted
by the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI—
now known as the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory) took detailed data (about 20 data
points an hour) for about 60 passive houses over
an extended period.61 These data showed that the
passive systems provided more than half of the net
heating load of these buildings and gave insights
into how they worked as well as what did not
work. This program provided reliable documenta-
tion and support for these technologies and data to
aid researchers in improving these designs further.
Some believe this to be one of the most valuable
programs of the period because it provided de-

tailed information to designers and engineers on
what worked, what did not work, and why.

Some programs were, however, less success-
ful, particularly those that attempted to push inap-
propriate or immature technology into the market.
For example, a number of active solar cooling sys-
tems using different technologies were designed
and built as demonstrations. A few were techni-
cally successful, but many never operated and
none were ever close to being cost-effective or de-
veloping a self-sustaining market. The develop-
ment of cooling systems is important for much of
the United States, as well as much of the develop-
ing world. Before such technology pushes are at-
tempted, however, realistic technologies must be
chosen and the research and development (R&D)
must be focused on ultimately providing commer-
cially viable products.

RD&D Funding
Overall federal funding for such RD&D programs
is listed in table 1-4 and has been in the range of $2
million to $5 million per year in recent years. In
comparison, annual private and public expendi-
tures for energy to heat, cool, light, and provide
other energy services for residential and commer-
cial buildings are roughly $180 billion annually.62

If a 10-percent overall energy savings could be
realized in the longer term by using RETs in build-
ings---one-half to two-thirds the potential—$18
billion would be saved annually, without even
considering growth in the stock of buildings or in-
creases in energy prices. This amount is roughly
4,000 to 10,000 times recent federal expenditures

6oBufi  Hi]] Kosar Ri[te]m~n  Associates  and Min Kantrowitz  Aiwciates,  Commercla/  Bul/ding Design: /nlegr~[/ng C/lma[e,  COnl@l, and

Cos/ (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1987); and U.S. Department of Energy, Projec(  Summaries: Passite  Solur Commercial

Bulldlngs Program (Washington, DC 1982).

blsolar Energy Research Inst][u[e,  ~ar.jl~c .$o/ur }icjnles; 20 Ca.\c  SrJ/dIe.~,  SER1/SP-27 I -2473 (Golden, CO: December 1984); and solar

Energy Research Institute, fassl~e  Solur .%~anufa(turcd  Bulldin(qs: Design, Con~trucr/on,  and Class B Resul~s, SERIISP-27  1-2059 (Golden,
CO: December 1984).

b2Energy  Information Administration, op. CI[. fOOtnOtc  ]
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on RD&D in these technologies. A 10-percent
savings in the buildings sector corresponds rough-
ly to reducing total U.S. primary energy use by
about 3.5 percent.63

In comparison, coal currently supplies about 23
percent of total U.S. energy and 54 percent of U.S.
electricity. Fully implemented, the clean coal pro-
gram would reduce U.S. energy use by about 4.3
percent, 64 as well as substantially reducing emis-
sions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides (SOX and
NOX).

65 (RETs in buildings would have a substan-
tially smaller direct impact on emissions of SOX

and NOX.)
While annual appropriations for RETs in build-

ings have been $2 million to $5 million in recent
years, those for the clean coal program have typi-
cally been in the $400 million to $500 million
range, roughly 100 times greater. Although these
calculations are crude and the programs are not di-
rectly comparable in many respects, these esti-
mates do give an order-of-magnitude comparison
of the relative benefits and costs of these pro-
grams. A much more detailed analysis of the rela-
tive long-term value of these and other programs
would be useful.

| Commercialization Overview
A variety of market challenges limits the commer-
cialization of RETs in the buildings sector. These
challenges must be addressed if a significant share
of cost-effective applications of RETs in buildings
are to be developed.66 Such actions are particular-
ly important in the buildings sector because of
several factors: the large amount of energy con-
sumed and the corresponding environmental im-
pacts of fossil energy use; the very long lifetime of
buildings and the inherent difficulty and cost of
modifying them after construction; and important
interconnections with other sectors, particularly
electricity.

There is a large literature for the buildings sec-
tor discussing the extent to which various chal-
lenges to commercialization and/or observed
consumer behavior actually represent market dis-
tortions and barriers.67 For example, studies of en-
ergy efficiency investments consistently find
implicit discount rates of 20 to 800 percent,
compared with market rates of 10 percent real and
less.68 Some believe that this discrepancy indi-
cates substantial market distortions and barriers;

~~ln soiar buildings, there may be sma]] additional emissions for the production of additional glass, cement, and so fofih.  A totai I ife-cycle

estimate of emissions is needed, but is not done here.

~q[t  WouId raise e]ectncity.generation efficiencies from the current 35 percent to roughly 45 percent. Since electricity accounts for about 85

percent of coal use and is 23 percent of total national energy use, the improvement in efficiency corresponds to national energy savings of 4.3
percent when fully implemented at today’s rate, without considering future changes in the mix or number of generating plants.

~sEInissions reductions of 90 percent are a research goal.. .

~~A]though cost-effectiveness as discussed here is based only on market prices for energy, it may be useful to include environmental  ~d

other externalities in this cost-effectiveness criterion to the extent possible. These issues are not addressed in the discussion here for the build-
ings sector but are discussed for electricity in chapter 6.

~7Mos[  of this literature focuses on energy efficiency and related investments. See, e.g., Alan H. Sanstad et al., On /he Et’~)n~)mic’Anul?.~i~ Of

Problems in Energy Eflcienc?:  Market Barriers, Markel  Failures, and Policy Implications, LBL-32652 (Berkeley, CA: Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Energy Analysis Program, January 1993); J.A. Hausman, “Individual Discount Rates and the Purchase and Utilization of Energy-
Using Durables,’’ Be/l./ourno~  Econmnici~,~,  vol. 10, 1979, pp. 33-54; H. Ruderman  et al., ‘The Behavior of the Market for Energy Efficiency in
Residential Appliances Including Heating and Cooling Equipment,” The Energ] Journal, vol.  8, No. 1, 1987. pp. 10 I- 124; Harry Chemoff,
“lndiv idual Purchase Criteria for Energy-Related Durables:  The Misuse of Life Cycle Cost,” The Energy  Journul, vol. 4, No. 4, October 1983,
pp. 8 I -86; Fereidoon P. Sioshansi, ‘- The Myths and Facts of Energy Efficiency,” Energy  Policy,  April 199 i, pp. 231 -243; and Kevin A. Hassett
and Gilbert E. Metcalf, “Energy Conservation Investment: Do Consumers Discount the Future Correctly?” Energy Polic]. vol. 21, June 1993,

PP. 7 IO-716. me references In these Papers!  pa~icul~ly  that@ SanStad et aL Provide a Nery extensive guide to the literature.
~8HauSmm,  op. cit.,  footnote 67; and Ruderman  et al., OP. cit., footnOte 67.
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others believe that this represents legitimate con-
sumer sensitivity to the risk and uncertainties of
investing in energy-efficient equipment.69 Re-
gardless of the cause of these investment patterns,
there appears to be a need to find mechanisms that
reduce the gap between what is cost-effective
from the societal perspective and what is currently
invested in by the individual. The focus here is on
the practical ways in which various factors may
limit the commercialization of RETs in the build-
ings sector, rather than a theoretic] discussion of
what does or does not constitute a market distor-
tion.

Market challenges to the use of RETs in build-
ings occur at every step of design, construction,
sale. ownership, and energy costing.

| Design
Passive solar buildings are general] y more design-
intensive than conventional buildings. Low mar-
g ins on design fees and short time frames for
completing designs, the frequent lack of training,
and the lack of capable design tools and other sup-
ports tend to deter architects from pursuing such
design-intensive options. There may also be little
or no reward to the architect for pursuing an ener-
gy-conscious design.

Decisions on purchasing RETs require compar-
isons across many attributes, such as first cost,
performance, appearance, and convenience.
These attributes often overshadow energy consid-
erations. For example, the builder may realize a
higher profit margin or quicker sale by adding an
extra bathroom or jacuzzi rather than by investing
in additional insulation or adding passive solar de-
sign features to reduce life-cycle costs and im-

prove overall societal costs and benefits. These
considerations strongly influence design and par-
ticularly the time that is devoted to different as-
pects of design.

Renewable energy technologies may also
change the amenity value of a building. Some may
object, for example, to the appearance of a (non in-
tegrated) solar water heater on a rooftop. others
may appreciate the warmth and light of a sun-tem-
pered living room. In other cases. passive solar de-
sign may not--or may be (misperceived to
not—fit in with the local architecture and thus be
less desirable to some potential buyers. For exam-
ple, brick colonial houses may be able to incorpo-
rate modest levels of passive solar techniques, but
extensive use would be difficult without changing
appearances. Builders consequently may hesitate
to introduce passive solar features.70 However,
some analysts believe that effective passive solar
designs exist for almost any architectural style, in-
cluding brick colonials.7

Strategies to address the design challenge of
passive solar include developing design tools and
guidelines, providing design assistance and Sup-

porting information exchange, supporting the
education and training of architects and engineers
in these technologies, and establishing design
competitions and awards.72

Design Tools and Guidelines
The development of capable and user-friendly
computer design tools would address to varying
degrees all of the design challenges noted above,
particularly the lack of time or resources to devel-
op design-intensive passive solar architecture or
adapt it to various architectural styles. This poten-

T( IR{)n Nick Jon Nati~na]  A\\o~la[i~n  of Honle Builders. permna]  communication. July ~~. 1992.

T I Nlchlti\. op. ~i[., footnote 29: Kelley.  op. cit.,  footnote 2{).

72seY ~ral of th[,~e in[ervle~,ed by, the Office of Technology A\vx\ment  also raijcd concerns about the 1 iability of the architectural  fiml

\hould an) thing–-even unrelated to the RET—go wrong m a building it designed using RETs, aS \\ ell as the more general concern that an archi-
tect cannot “e~perlment”  on a client. A possible response  would be to support  the de~ clopment  of stondard  practice guidelines or ~tandard\ for
the u~e of RETi in buildings through an organization wch as the American Society for Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineer\
w hoie itandards  are widely recognized and accepted. This would  reduce both the liability and the “experimentation” concem~.  Further analy  -
\I\ of theie issues is needed.
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Neuffer Construction homes m Reno, Nevada, use passive
design techniques to reduce energy use by 35 to 50 percent
compared with conventional homes

tial is largely untapped. The buildings sector—
architects, engineers, builders, equipment
manufacturers—tends to be highly fragmented,
with relatively few resources devoted to RD&D,
developing design tools, or transferring informa-
tion. Some recent work has begun to focus on this
issue (see box 3-6).

Such passive solar design tools should explicit-
ly interface with the computer-aided design
(CAD) tools now widely used to design commer-
cial buildings. This would ultimately allow a vari-
et y of performance calculat ions and optimizations
to run in the background while the building is de-
signed on CAD. (Such tools are especially needed
for the earliest design stages, when the architect is
just beginning to sketch his/her vision for the
building.) Similar development is needed for the
residential sector. It is important, however, that
design tools be validated on an ongoing basis
against actual building performance.73

Past experience with the development of de-
sign tools has been quite positive. Useful design
tools developed with federal funding and distrib-

uted to the buildings industry include the “Passive
Solar Design Strategies: Guidelines for Home
Building” by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and Passive Solar Industries Council,
the Solar Load Ratio Method of Los Alamos,
computer programs such as DOE-274 and Win-
dow-4 by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and the
F-Chart method of the University of Wisconsin.
These tools have been very useful to many design-
ers and researchers in the buildings sector.

Design Assistance and Information Exchange
The ongoing collection of data from actual moni-
tored field demonstrations of technologies and the
conversion of those data to information usable by
practitioners can potentially play a key role in sup-
porting design work and validating various design
approaches. This was shown to be an important
part of past federal support of RET development
for buildings, as discussed above for the DOE Pas-
sive Solar Commercial Buildings Program and
the Class B Residential Passive Solar Perfor-
mance Monitoring Program. Such monitoring ef-
forts virtually ceased in 1982.

The federal government has also played a vital
role in supporting valuable information exchange.
For example, 18 Passive Solar Conferences have
been held in the United States. The first was spon-
sored by the U.S. Energy Research and Develop-
ment Agency (ERDA)75 and organized by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory solar group in 1976.
Since then, these conferences have been organized
by the American Solar Energy Society with some
funding from DOE and others. Similarly, there
have been international Passive and Low-Energy
Architecture Conferences held annually since
1982 with some federal support. The Passive So-
lar Journal was also launched by a single $85,000

7~FC)r ~.alllpIe,  [heore[i~a] mode]y often  break  down when critical parameters such as air infiltration rates are simply guessed or When prac-

tical construction techniques compromise performance (e.g., by creating thermal short circuits between the building interior and exterior).

74 Although admit[ed]y  user unfriendly, DOE-2 has played an impor(~t  role in providing a technically oriented design audience with an

important tool for understanding energy  flow in buildings. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, with funding from the Electric Power Research
Institute and DOE, is developing a u~er-friendly,  interactive version of this energy-simulation software.

T5ERDA ~~tis ~1 forerunner of the Department of Energy.
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The lack of high-quallty user-friendly computer tools for passive building design has been a serious

constraint on more widespread use of these systems In response, researchers at the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory and the Passive Solar Industries Council, in a five-year collaborate effort, have devel-

oped a computer tool, Passive Solar Design Strategies: Gudelines for Home Building, with support from

the Department of Energy It has been distributed widely through the Pass-we Solar Industries Council To

date, more than 100 versions of these guidelines have been generated for different Iocalities, and nearly 50

workshops have been held with more than 3,000 attendees The response has been good with almost 100

known passive homes constructed using these guidelines or the accompanying software called Builder

Guide A similar program is now under development for small commercial buildings.

Further development and dissemination of these design tools could fill an Important gap in making pas-

sive designs a viable option for designers and builders

I
SOURCES J Douglas Balcomb National Renewable Energy Laboratory personal communications, March 1994 Helen English[

( Passive Solar Industries Council personal communications March 1994

1

federal grant.76 These efforts were a primary
source of in format ion and a meet ing ground for re-
searchers. architects, builders, financiers, and po-
licymakers.

Education and Training
For RETs to be designed and built into buildings,
architects and engineers must be trained in the
technology. Education and training thus play an
important role if solar buildings industry is to de-
velop.

Past experiences have shown both the benefits
and the risks of depending on federal assistance
for education and training support. For example,
the masters of science (MS) program at Trinity
University in San Antonio is noted by some as
having produced a particularly fine group of well-
educated solar engineers and technologies. This
program received considerable support from the
DOE Solar Program in the late 1970s and early
1980s, but then folded in the mid- 1980s when
funding dried up. In contrast, the School of Archi-
tecture at Arizona State Universit y has maintained
an MS solar design program for more than two de-

1

I

cades with essential y no federal support. This has
greatly limited its resources, but has also pro-
tected it from arbitrary shifts in federal funding.

Design Competitions and Awards
Design competitions can potentially be used to
stimulate interest in RETs for buildings, and nu-
merous small awards can be given for better de-
signs. Such programs could be structured so that
there are many winners—perhaps half of the en-
trants, while the awards vary from a few thousand
dollars for residential buildings to a few tens of
thousands for commercial buildings. These
amounts would be sufficient to cover a substantial
portion of the additional design costs of including
RETs in the building, while keeping overall pro-
gram costs relatively low.

Past experience with such design competitions
has been positive. DOE and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) collabo-
rated in holding three rounds of passive solar de-
sign competitions in the late 1970s and early
1980s. Awards were given to the best designs,
based on performance and architectural quality,

T~SupWrt ~nded,  h~~e~ cr, before (hi~  publication bccamc wlf-$upporting,  It i~ no longer  puhli~hcd.
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and covered the additional cost of designing a pas-
sive home and entering the competition.77 Only a
few hundred awards were given out, but the inter-
est generated led to the construction of thousands
of passive solar homes.

78 These competitions also

pushed designers to develop better quantitative
analysis tools for passive design and encouraged
their more widespread use in the private sector. A
number of construction practices now becoming
standard were derived in part from these competi-
tions and related demonstrations, including bet-
ter-insulated walls and roofs, improved windows
and doors, airtightening techniques, and founda-
tion insulation.

|Construction
In 1990, the residential construction industry built
1.4 million new homes, two-thirds of which were
single family. This industry consists of about
100,000 firms with an average of five employees
each. Small firms, however, built only 13 percent
of new housing units; firms that build more than
100 units per year account for two-thirds of new
housing units and may be better able to use new
designs. In general, however, the industry is high-
ly fragmented, which makes the introduction of
new design and construction practices difficult.79

This problem is compounded by the highly frag-
mented local codes and standards to which build-
ings must be constructed. As a trade industry,
practices are generally learned by experience,
which also contributes to the long times for
change within the industry.

Some have argued that laying out a new subdi-
vision to maximize the potential solar gain may
reduce the number of homes that will fit in a tract,
potentially raising prices and lowering developer

revenues. Others note that lots can be laid out as
desired; those most suitable for passive solar can
have appropriate designs built on them, while oth-
ers can place less emphasis on passive solar and
more on efficiency.80

Construction bidding (by building contractors)
is almost always done on a competitive first-cost
basis rather than a life-cycle cost basis. Higher real
or perceived upfront costs may then deter invest-
ment in RETs. Construction budgeting (by own-
ers or architect/engineering firms) is usually done
on a first-cost basis as well, but sometimes is
based on life-cycle cost.

Strategies to address the construction challenge
include supporting the construction of demonstra-
tion buildings and monitoring their performance
carefully; supporting information exchange; es-
tablishing solar equipment rating and certifica-
tion; encouraging utility investment; developing
voluntary or mandatory building energy rating
systems, codes, and standards; and giving “golden
carrots” to manufacturers.

Demonstrations
Demonstration buildings and detailed perfor-
mance monitoring can provide builders with vis-
ible, physical proof that a technology works.
These demonstrations differ from the RD&D ef-
forts described above in that they would not fea-
ture new or unproven technologies, but instead
would serve as showcases for commercially vi-
able technologies that builders and potential users
could see and touch.

Information Exchange
Information programs can play an important role
in generating interest among potential builders of

77ca]1fom1a Energy  Commission, “Solar Gain: Winners of the Passive Solar Design Competition,” February 1980; and Franklin Research

Center, “The First Passive Solar Home Awards,”  prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, January !979.

78J.  Doug]as Balcomb,  National Renewable  Energy Laboratory, personal communication, Febmary  1994.

790 ffjce of Technology Assessment, op. ClI., foOtnOte 3.

8oJeffrey Cook, Arizona State University; Mike Nicklas, Innovative Design; and Mary-Margaret Jenior, U.S. Department of Energy, per-

sonal communications, Apr. 3, 1994. Mark Kelley,  Building Science Engineering, personal communication, Apr. 13, 1994.
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passive solar buildings or other RETs in the build-
ings sector and educating them as to what works
and what does not.

Solar Equipment Rating and Certification
Private sector equipment rating and certification
systems have sprung up widely where large mar-
kets exist; establishing such systems where mar-
kets are young or small is more difficult. Such
rating and certification programs can increase
consumer confidence and reduce the risk of
“quick-buck” operations that damage the indus-
try’s reputation; they can help standardize
technology evaluations; and they can provide a
means of comparing technologies. These benefits
can be important to a young and struggling indus-
try.

Several equipment rating and certification sys-
tems have been initiated with assistance from fed-
eral and state governments. A system for rating
windows has been developed by the National Fen-
estration Rating Council and Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. Solar water heaters are rated under the
Solar Rating and Certification Corporation, an in-
dependent nonprofit corporation formed in 1980
by the Solar Energy Industries Association and
the Interstate Solar Coordination Council, which
represents state governments and publicly owned
utilities. 81 

Rating and certification could be ex-
tended to other products, particularly those used
in passive applications such as daylighting sys-
tems and integrated lighting controls, and inte-
grated mechanical systems.

Utilities could potentially benefit substantially
from RETs by reducing overall load, reducing
peak loads, and shifting peak loads to offpeak
hours. The cost-effectiveness of these DSM ap-

plications depends on the location, the particular
building load, the utility load, the RET, and other
factors. Utility DSM programs have grown rapid-
ly to exploit the potential for improvements in en-
ergy efficiency. Because of internal procedures,
Public Utility Commission directives, or other
factors, however, many utility DSM programs
may not adequately consider RETs. Factors such
as the Ratepayer Impact Test may also play a role
in reducing support for RET DSM programs82

(see box 3-7). To overcome this potential short-
sightedness requires specific recognition of the
role of renewable as a DSM measure. This is pri-
marily a state public utility regulatory commis-
sion issue. Potential federal roles might include
supporting case studies, developing generic mod-
el DSM programs that can be adjusted by region,
and providing information transfer of needed
baseline data.

Codes, and Standards
Improvements in building energy performance
could be achieved with building energy rating sys-
tems or with codes and standards.

Building energy rating systems could be used
to provide reliable information on the expected
energy costs of a particular building. This would
provide potential buyers or renters with useful in-
formation for making their decision. As a first
step, sellers of existing properties might be en-
couraged (or required) to inform potential buyers
of the building’s energy bills for the previous 12
months. For new construction, other methods of
determining energy costs are needed. For exam-
ple, Home Energy Rating Systems are at various
stages of pilot demonstration and are described
briefly in box 3-8.

~ 1‘solar  Ra[jn~ & Cefllficatlon  corporation  Presents OG-300-89:  The Most Comprehensive Guide on Solar Water Heating Systems,” S~-

lur Induslry  Jourrml,  fourth quarter, 1990, p. 36.

~~For  more detal]ed  discussions of this issue, see David  Moskovitz  et al., Increasing the E’cienc’}’ ~f~’~erlr;~;~)’ pr~duc[;on und U.$e:  ‘urr;-

ers and Strategies (Washington, DC: American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, November 1991 ); and James F. Deegan,  “The TRC
and RIM Tests,  HOWI They Got That Way, and When To Apply Them,” The Elecrricit]  Journal, November 1993, pp. 41-45.
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1 Donald Attken and Paul Bony, “Passtve  Solar ProductIon Housing and the Utllltles, ” So/ar Today, March/April 1993, pp 23-26
2 The higher cost IS due to additional features provided

Codes and standards might be used to mandate
certain minimum building energy performance
standards; these in turn would rely on renewable
and energy-efficient technologies for imple-
mentation. The key to this is developing guide-
lines by region and building type that list
reasonable energy budgets and goals.ss At least 40
countries now have voluntary or mandatory stan-
dards for energy use in new buildings.84

Whether or not codes and standards are prefera-
ble to market mechanisms depends on many fac-
tors, including the flexibility allowed by the codes
and standards as implemented, the cost-effective-
ness of codes/standards or market mechanisms,
and the influence of market challenges described

—

in this section and the effectiveness of market
mechanisms in overcoming them. For example,
the disjuncture between owner and tenant, or the
consumer’s perception of risk and uncertainty,85

may overwhelm many market mechanisms and
require the use of codes and standards or other
nonmarket approaches if there is to be rapid mar-
ket penetration by cost-effective technologies.

Codes and standards are often problematic in
practice. It maybe difficult to properly account for
integrated design, the variability of building types
and orientations, or a variety of other factors with-
in the constraints of prescriptive standards. Per-
formance standards can be difficult to enforce:

— —
x3~ hl~[c)ry  of building ~~des and s(andards  is provided in office of Technology Assessment, Op. cit., fOOtnOte  3, pp. 107-109. ~ese codes.

are now being rev imvcd  and updated under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, sections 101, 102, 104, and elsewhere.

x~Kathm n B. Janda and John F. Busch, “worldwide Status of Energy’  Standards fOr Buildings,” Energy,  vol. 19, No. 1, 1994, pp. 27-44..
x~H:l~@l an(i Met~a]f,  op. Cit.. fo~tnotc  67.
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Loan Program Amendments,4 all signed in

Community Development Act, in particular,

and work IS proceeding

HERS and EEMs represent an Important

able Information on how to make them more

1992, accelerated the HERS-EEMs effort The Housing and

requires the establishment of a five-state pilot EEM program

step forward Results from pilot projects should prowde valu-

effective and determine their true potential

1 The prlrmpal  source for this box IS Barbara C Farhar and Jan Eckert Energy-Eff/c/enf  )vforfgages  and Home Energy l?af~ng

Systems A Report on (he Naoons Progress NREL.I’TP-461  -5478 (Golden, CO Nator,al Renewable Energy Laboratory September
1 993)

2 By one estimate some 25rI 000” famllles might qual~~ for a first-tme home ‘oar under EEMs who would olherwse be excluded

under todays system, which does not consider energy use n loan quallflcatlon crlterla See lbld
3 U S Congress Housing and Communlry  Development Act of 1992, Conference Report 102-1017 Oct 5 1992
4 The Veterans Home Loan Amendments (Title 38, section 9) establishes a nat onwlde Ioar guarantee program—for loans up 10

$6000 In some circumstances—for energy efficleccy improvements to an exstlrg  home owned and occupied by a veteran

officials charged with enforcing building codes, nically, codes and standards often significantly
for example, are generally more concerned with
health and safety—they will not be aware of a
higher energy bill, but if a deadly fire occurs in a
building they inspected, they will see and hear
about it on the news and in the office. Officials are
often already overcommitted, and energy codes
and standards tend to be complex, potentially re-
quiring considerable additional attention.86 Tech-

lag best practice and are slow to incorporate tech-
nological improvements. Codes and standards
may nevertheless be an important tool in ensuring
a minimum level of performance.

Where codes and standards are used, state and
local governments generally play the lead role; the
federal government can also tighten energy-re-
lated codes and standards and work with state or

—
xbln many  cases,  however, code enforcement depends more on the architect, engineering (A E) firm than on inspectors. When  ~ A E sub-

mits a set of construction documents for a building permit, it if representing that the documents are in compliance with all applicable regulations.
Buildlng officials can check only limited aspects of any plan to J erify code compliance. Therefore, if compliance with an energy standard is

required, A/Es are obligated to compl},  just as they are with fire safety proviiionf.  Of cour~e,  training is still needed to proi ide the A E with the
knowledge needed to understand and comply w ith the requirement. This ii not intended to minimize the importance of code rei iew or of train-
ing code officials, but one need not rely solely on code officials to achie~e  compliance. Harry Gordon, Burt Hill Kosar  IUttelmann  Associates,
personal communication, Apr. 25, 1994.
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local government to improve model building
codes. Providing an overall energy code and al-
lowing substantial flexibility within it can give
designers and builders more opportunities to cost-
effectively and market-effectively meet the stan-
dard; however, such flexibility also increases the
complexity of enforcement, compared with the
use of prescriptive codes with simple checkoffs.
For example, the California Energy Commission
Title 24 Building Standards are noted for their al-
lowance of passive solar design techniques to off-
set heavier use of insulation; however, they also
require complex technical documentation. Title
24 also lags technically in some areas. For exam-
ple, it has yet to incorporate low-emissivity coat-
ings on windows.

Where codes and standards are pursued, it is
also helpful to provide support for validating and
adopting particular design strategies that meet the
overall energy code requirement. Efficiency and
renewable should be treated equally within codes
and standards. If possible, however, it is generally
preferable to use a carrot to improve building en-
ergy performance rather than the stick of codes
and standards.

Golden Carrots
Manufacturers of RET equipment for buildings
might be given cash awards in competitions to
build the best-performing equipment. This has
proven an effective approach in the development
of efficient refrigerator designs, and would com-
plement design competitions and awards for ar-
chitects and builders.

| S a l e
Individuals pursue several goals when making en-
ergy-relaed building investment decisions—for
example, minimizing the time to make a decision,
spending the least amount upfront, minimizing
risk by obtaining the same item that worked be-

xTOffice of T~~hnology  Assessment, op. cit., footnote ~.

fore, or simply avoiding “hassle.” Few pursue the
goal of minimizing life-cycle costs, which RETs
can help achieve.87

Individuals often lack a source of credible in-
formation needed to make sound energy-related
investments. Vendors of solar systems may be
viewed with suspicion because of early perfor-
mance problems by some vendors in the field. Re-
liable information on actual field performance of
various RETs is difficult to obtain, and RETs are
often (misperceived as requiring discomfort or
sacrifice, which limits their appeal.

Strategies to address these problems include in-
formation programs, field demonstrations, solar
equipment rating and certification programs, util-
ity encouragement of or investment in building
RETs, building energy rating systems, and ener-
gy-efficient and renewable energy mortgages or
other forms of financial support such as tax cred-
its. Most of these have already been discussed
briefly; the focus here is on various forms of finan-
cial supports.

RET Mortgages
RET mortgages would allow a potential home
buyer to qualify for a higher loan by using ex-
pected future savings in energy costs to cover the
higher mortgage payments. Several pilot pro-
grams for energy-efficient mortigages are now un-
der development or in operation and will provide
useful information to guide future efforts in this
area. Energy efficiency mortgage pilot programs
are described in box 3-8.

Tax Credits
Tax credits reduce the effective cost to an investor
of an investment in an RET technology. There has
been considerable experience with these financial
supports.

Federal solar tax credits were enacted in
1978.88 In response, markets for solar equipment

XX Energy Tax Act of 1978, ~b]ic Law 95.6] 8, NOV. 9, 1978. There are also a number of state tax credits, many of which continue toda)’.

State tax credits were not examined in the course of this assessment, but deserve detailed analysii to determine better what works and why.
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the ratings of the National Fenestration Rating
Council.

Finally, the tax credits were expensive, and
there has been considerable debate over their ef-
fectiveness in stimulating investment.~g Recent
work has indicated that tax credits are modestly
effective in stimulating investment, but are
strongly impacted by consumer perception of the
risk of future energy costs versus sunk investment
and other factors.90 If targeted on specific, high-
perforrmmce but expensive technologies, tax
credits may be effective in increasing sales, which
in turn should reduce costs of manufacture.

Feebates
Rather than use a broad-based energy tax, a tax/re-
bate might be applied to new construction based
on its estimated energy performance under build-
ing energy rating systems.91 For example. build-
ings projected or measured92 as requiring more
energy than average might be taxed at a rate that
increases with decreasing performance. These
taxes would provide rebates. again on a sliding
scale, for buildings expected to use less energy
than average. This would avoid the equity issues
inherent in a broad-based energy tax; it would also
help address the problem of the sensitivity of buy-
ers to upfront capital costs.

Although feebates have been proposed fre-
quently in various sectors, they have not been used
in the buildings sector. Pilot programs would be
needed to demonstrate that building energy usc
can be estimated reliably in practice and to address
a host of technical. commercial, and institutional

“)T.A, C:lJJlcrOJ1. ‘“A Nested log J 1 hlodcl of Encrg] Conwm  atioJ~  Act I \ It} by Owners of Ex i~f in: S h]: IC Fami]J Dwell ing~,’. l-?c~ lc~! {JI’
f~c ~m~mil[  J an~] ,S/u[/jI/t  J, t (JI.  I 17, 1985, pp. 205-2 I I, J.A. DubIn and SE.  Hcnson. The Dl~trlbutional Effect~ of the Federal Encrg>  Tux Act,”
Kc\{~l/r{e.\  (irl(l 1: ri(rqj. \ (JI. I (). 198X.  pp. 19 I -2 i 2, and M.J.  W’alsh. .. Energy Tak Credits und Hou~ing lmprovernent.”  Encrx.v F~c~mom/c j, 1989,
pp. 275-2X4.

‘)’ ‘Ha}w[t and hlctcJ1l. op. cit.. fwxnote 67: Kc\ In A. Ha\wtt  and Gilbert E, Metcalf, “Energ}  T~~ Creci)ts and Rc~jdcntial Conwm  ation

lny c~tnwnt..  Janu;iry  1993.

‘)1 It w uulci bc nccci~iir~ to cn\urc  the accurac)  ()[ building encrg) rating $> \tcn~\ through ongoing rnmrtorrr)g of a random wnpling  of

buildmg~.

‘)2 Mca$urcmcnt\  might bc rmdc of bul]dlng  alrtlghtncii  and other factor\ to determine overall building perforrnancc.
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issues. Although intriguing in concept, feebates
require much more study and demonstration.

| Ownership
Roughly one-third of housing and one-quarter of
commercial building floor space is leased or
rented rather than owned.93 Landlords have little
incentive to invest in RETs for buildings when the
tenant pays for the energy consumed. Tenants
have little incentive to invest in RETs since they
have little expectation of remaining long enough
to recoup their investment.

When trading off first-cost and energy savings,
homeowners will often not invest in RETs unless
they offer very short payback periods. Reasons for
this sensitivity include the following:
■

●

■

Inability to recoup their investment. Home-
owners typically move every 6 to 10 years, If
the resale market does not value RET invest-
ments, the owner must recoup the investment
within this short ownership period, which en-
courages a desire for a quick payback.
Perceived high risk and low resale value. In-
vestment in RETs is perceived as presenting
some risk for which the owner must be com-
pensated by a higher return (or equivalently a
shorter payback period). In particular, a resi-
dence is generally the largest purchase a con-
sumer ever makes, and anything that might
conceivably make the dwelling less marketable
or otherwise increase consumer risk may then
require a compensating “risk premium” pay-
ment.
Large sunk investment, risk, and uncertainty,
Investments in energy savings are sunk invest-
ments, and homeowners must be appropriately
compensated for tying up so much of their capi-
tal in a “risky” illiquid investment. Given the
wide fluctuations in energy costs, the option of

waiting to invest may be viewed as reducing
their risk. Technologies are also changing rap-
idly; early investment poses the risk of early
technological obsolescence, so there may be
advantages in waiting to invest.94

On the other hand, building owners also face
risks by being so utterly dependent on outside
sources of conventional energy. As witnessed
over the past two decades, energy prices can
skyrocket, subjecting the owner to unexpected
costs over extended periods. This may be a par-
ticular problem for low-income people or
fixed-income retirees. Further, should there be
a disruption in energy supplies, buildings can
quickly become uninhabitable. Such risks are
not commonly considered in building design,
construction, or ownership.

Strategies to address these problems include
building energy rating systems; RET mortgages;
financial supports, possibly including tax credits;
utility encouragement of and investment in RETs;
codes and standards; and feebates. These have
been discussed above.

| Energy Costs
Energy costs, particularly for a business, often
constitute only a small percentage of total operat-
ing costs and are much less than, for example, em-
ployee wages. Few businesses are willing to risk
any disruption in energy-generated services—
such as heating, cooling, or lighting—that might
lower worker productivity. Although this concern
is real, it may often be unfounded. Productivity
studies have found that well-designed passive so-
lar and efficient buildings can actually enhance
productivity. 95

The price of energy in the market today may not
reflect the “true” societal cost of energy given the
distribution of goods and services across the cur-

y~offjce  of Technology Assessment, op. ~1[., footnote 3.

gAHassetl  and Me[ca]f,  op. cit., fOOtnOte  67.

95 Wa]ter Kroneret a]., Using Ad\.anced  Oflce  Technology To Increase Producti}’ity  (Troy, NY: Center for Architectural Research, Renssela-

er Polytechnique Institute, Troy, NY, 1992); and Joseph Romm and William Browning, “Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increased
Productivity Through Energy Efficient Design,” Asilomar  Summer Study, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1994.
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rent population or across generations, the risk of
energy disruptions, uncertain y over future energ y
costs, potential national security impacts, and en-
vironmental impacts.96 These issues are dis-
cussed in more detail in chapter 6 in the context of
the electricity sector.

Individually, designers. builders, and consum-
ers are each responding logically within the
constraints that they face; collectively, the net re-
sult is the construction of’ many buildings that
have much higher energy use than is necessary or
cost-effective. This poses a variety of financial,
risk, and environmental costs that are not now ad-
equately incorporated in marketplace decision-
making.

Strategies to address these problems include, in
addition to those  is ted above, energy and environ-
mental externality taxes.

Energy and Environmental Taxes
The cost of energy could be raised to more accu-
rately reflect the full costs of using it, including

environmental and other external costs. For this to
have any significant impact, however, it would
best be combined with building energy rating sys-
tems and RET mortgages or other mechanisms.
The overall impact for reasonable tax levels, how-
ever. is likely to be modest and will take a long
time to occur because of the numerous market
challenges noted above. In addition, a broad-
based energy tax would fall more heavily on those
who own or rent older and less well-built housing.
Retrofitting housing can help reduce these costs
and is an important policy in its own right, Retro-
fits, however, are not nearly as effective as incor-
porating RETs in new construction.

| Federal Procurement
The federal government has considerable pur-
chasing power because of its size, and this power
can be used to increase the sales and distribution
of RETs for buildings. In 1989. for example. the
federal government spent $3.5 billion for energy
used in its own buildings and another $4 billion

~~~e  Price of Cnergy  IllaY not even reflect the c.os[ [() deIIk er it w i thin the ex iiting accounting framcu  ork. Energy pric’m char~cd  rc~icicncc~,
are a~ eragci and  do not reflect  the true co~(  of, for example, util it~ -Senerated power. particularly pe~ik  pmvcr.  Time- of-uw mctcrln~ might better
reflect iyitemwide  co~t~ of’ prm idlng power and offer aclditionzil  incentive~  for coniumer investment in RETs.
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subsidizing energy use of low-income house-
holds.97 This includes the roughly 500,000 office
buildings owned or leased by the federal gover-
nment, 1.4 million low-income housing units
owned by the government, 9 million households
for which the government subsidizes energy bills,
and 422,000 military housing units. Incorporating
RETs in existing or new federally owned or ener-
gy-subsidized buildings may offer an important
opportunity to save taxpayer dollars where RETs
can be cost-effective alternatives to conventional
systems, while simultaneously providing mean-
ingful acknowledgment of the value of these
technologies.

| Lessons Learned
Several other overall lessons can be noted from
the history of past programs and policies. First,
premature termination of many of the federal pro-
grams in building RETs in the early 1980s resulted
in the loss of valuable data, the disbanding of
highly productive research teams, and an abrupt
halt to the momentum that had been developed.
Second, although well intentioned, several of the
commercialization programs did not usefully ad-
dress the key market challenges discussed above;
appropriate mechanisms to address these chal-
lenges remain elusive, and further experimenta-
tion is needed. Third, many of the technologies
were initially oversold, promising cost and perfor-
mance that could not be delivered.

An important difference now, compared with
two decades ago when these efforts began, is that
there is a foundation on which to build. Two de-
cades ago, R&D was just getting under way, while
commercialization of unknown technologies was
being pushed at the same time. This led to many
failures as well as many successes. Today, R&D
and detailed field monitoring have shown what
works and what does not. Commercialization ef-
forts, therefore, have a base of proven technolo-

gies on which markets can be built, while RD&D
can continue to provide new opportunities.

POLICY OPTIONS
There is already considerable experience with a
variety of effective policies as well as some that
are ineffective in developing and commercializ-
ing RETs for buildings. Some of this experience is
discussed above, and a number of policy initia-
tives continue today (see box 3-l).

Current policies have been described through-
out this chapter and in box 3-1. As for funding
support, the total DOE fiscal year 1995 budget for
solar buildings is $4.69 million up from $2 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1992. This can be compared,
however, to a high of $260 million (1 992 dollars)
in 1978. Support will be used to develop solar wa-
ter heater rating and certification procedures, im-
prove their reliability, and demonstrate their use in
utility DSM programs, and to examine a few ad-
vanced technologies, including the integration of
photovoltaics into buildings—with funding of
$500,000 98 in fiscal year 1995.

Almost no support is provided for high-lever-
age activities such as the development of design
tools for passive solar buildings, and no support is
provided for design competitions, which proved
so successful in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Similarly, there is little or no support for RD&D in
passive design, daylighting, field monitoring, or
other potentially high-leverage activities dis-
cussed earlier. As a consequence, market penetra-
tion by RETs into the buildings sector is likely to
continue to be slow, and numerous cost-effective
opportunities for using RETs in buildings are like-
ly to be lost.

Taking advantage of low-cost, high-leverage
opportunities to greatly expand the development
and use of RETs in buildings could help capture a
significant portion of cost-effective applications
and proportionally reduce the use of fossil fuels in

97u.s.  Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Energy Eflciency  in the Federal Government: Gcnternment  by God L-.l’ample.’)  OTA-

E-492 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1991).

98~1s  is pti of tie total request of $4.69 million.
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buildings along with their attendant environmen-
tal impacts. Balanced against these potential
benefits are, of course, some costs and risks, in-
cluding increased direct federal expenditures
(higher than present spending) and the risk of in-
curring unanticipated costs in attempting to fur-
ther the use of RETs.99 Federal expenditures
would increase under this strategy but could be
kept modest by targeting the highest leverage op-
portunities.

Policy options that might be considered as part
of such a strategy are listed below. Most of these
RD&D and education/information programs
could be supported through DOE, with commer-
cialization programs also supported through the
Department of Housing and Urban Development
and other agencies.

RD&D programs might include:

| Collaborative research, development, demon-
stration, and field monitoring. High-1 everage
R&D targets for RETs in buildings could be
supported at significantly higher levels in
cooperation with manufacturers and builders
(see table 3- 1). Collaborative field demonstra-
tions of promising near-commercial technolo-
gies with extensive performance monitoring
could also be supported. Many of the best field
performance data remain those collected under
the DOE Passive Solar Commercial Buildings
and the Class B Residential Passive Solar Per-
formance Monitoring Programs over a decade
ago, as described earlier. Building on this pre-
vious experience could have considerable
value.

● Golden carrots. Increased support for the de-
velopment of manufactured RETs for the build-
ings sector should also be considered. Current
funding is limited to a small solar hot water
heater program and a few others.lw Such
RD&D can be conducted collaboratively be-
tween the national labs and manufacturers. It
might also be done by using private sector in-
centives such as the “golden carrot” award won
by Whirlpool for the development of the high-
efficiency refrigerator. 101

● Commercial demonstrations for builders and
users. Demonstrations of proven RETs in
buildings could be built, with federal support
for the difference in cost, if any, compared with
conventional buildings. In contrast to the above
R&D demonstrations, these buildings would
not be testing new technologies. Instead, they
would provide local builders and users exam-
ples of what is possible within particular mar-
ket segments. Since many of the passive solar
buildings constructed to date have been for an
upscale clientele, these designs might best tar-
get low- and medium-income housing. Recent
examples include the award winning “Esperan-
za del Sol” development] 02 in Dallas, Texas,
featuring three-bedroom homes for $80,000
and Neuffer Construction’s Homes in Neva-
da. 103

Design and information programs might in-
clude:

| Design tools. Passive solar and other RET de-
sign tools are slowly being developed today. In-

Wsee,  ~,g,, Linda Bemy, The A(/mln/~/raf/L,e co.}r~ ~~Energ}, con~er~,al;on program.~,  ORNUCON-294  (Oak  Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory, November 1989).

1~1> ,nc]udes some ~or~ on ~ngIaz~d  transpired collectors  and a small effo~ [0 integrate photovo]taics  into buildings.

101 us, congress,  Office of Technology A~~essmen[,  Energ\  Efi~lenc4v:  Chaflenge,y  an{l Opp~r{umties  for E/ectr\c Uri/t\ie.$q  OTA-E-56 ~

(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1993).

102~1~ development received ~l~on  Electric  ]nstltute’s first E-seal award for environmentally superior design. With estimated Overal]

annual energy savings of 50 percent at an additional construction cost of 0.2 percent, this design has a payback time of less than one year. See
Burke Miller Thayer, “Esperanza  del Sol: Sustainable, Affordable Housing,” Solar Today, May/June 1994, pp. 2[ -23.

lfj~Donald Aitkin and Paul Bony, “Passive  Solar Production Housing and the Utilities,” Solur Toda]’,  March/April 1993, pp. 23-26.
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m

●

m

m

creased support would enable their more rapid
development, and their integration into com-
mercial CAD tools could provide a high-lever-
age means of encouraging the use of passive
solar and daylighting strategies in commercial
buildings. Similar development of design tools
for the residential sector could be supported,
building on work already done by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, the Passive So-
lar Industries Council, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, and others.
Design cornpelitions. Providing numerous but
small prizes (sufficient to cover the additional
cost of solar design) for the best solar designs
has proven effective in the past, and could be re-
started. This option complements the develop-
ment of design tools and also provides a
high-leverage means of encouraging the use of
passive solar and daylighting designs in build-
ings.
Design assistance. Design assistance could be
provided to those who are interested in pursu-
ing solar designs but lack sufficient technical
means of doing so. This may be particularly im-
portant, for example, for small residential
builders. A set of region-specific, high-perfor-
mance solar designs for residences might also
be developed, demonstrated (see above), and
distributed as models. This strategy comple-
ments the development of design tools and the
use of design competitions.
Education. Support might be provided for the
development of additional course materials on
RETs for buildings at architecture schools and
for the development of focused RET design
programs such as those described above at
Trinity University or Arizona State University.
Information programs. Broad-based informa-
tion programs might be developed to provide
potential builders and users relevant informa-
tion for encouraging use of RETs in buildings
and for informing their decisionmaking.

Rating and standards programs might include:

■

■

m

Solar rating and certification programs. Cur-
rent solar rating and certification programs,
such as those described earlier, might be ex-
panded and strengthened to include more
RETs.
Voluntary standards. Support might be pro-
vided for the American Society of Heating, Re-
frigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers or
other professional organizations that help es-
tablish industry standards to develop guide-
lines and standards for best practice in solar
design. This wouid give RETs in buildings
higher visibility and credibility at relatively
low cost.
Building codes and standards. Building energy
codes can help ensure that minimum energy
performance standards are met; such codes
have been used extensively in the United
States. 104 Building codes might be further de-
veloped in support of RETs, recognizing the
potential difficulties as discussed above.

Finance and commercialization programs
might include:

m

●

■

RET mortgages. Energy-efficient mortgages
are now under study in pilot programs (box
3-8). If the results of these efforts are positive,
such programs might be expanded in their tech-
nical scope to more fully consider renewable
and in their geographic scope to include a pro-
gressively larger portion of the United States.
Federal procurement. All federal construction,
purchase, or rental of residential, commercial,
or other buildings could be based on life-cycle
cost analyses (including external i ties) that con-
sider efficiency and RET options, with man-
dated acquisition of the highest level of
efficiency and RET technology projected to be
cost-effective.
Utility investment, Utility investment in RETs
for buildings could be encouraged through sup-
porting case studies to determine where, when.
and to what extent RETs can provide DSM

l@@ffice  of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote ~.
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benefits, including offsetting lighting, heating,
and air conditioning loads. The current effort
and the primary focus of the DOE Solar Build-
ings program is on utility DSM opportunities

using solar water heaters, as described above.

Other types of policies designed to increase
market competitiveness of RETs could include the
following:

■ Tax credits. Although tax credits were used dur-
ing 1978-85 with mixed results, as described
earlier, they might be combined with building
energy rating systems, solar rating and certifi-
cation programs, or other mechanisms to better
target them toward technologies that are cost-
effective over a wide range of circumstances.
The design of these programs should also con-
sider the lessons now being drawn from mod-
ern finance theory concerning the effectiveness
and structure of tax credits. 105

| Fecbates. Pilot projects might be considered to
evaluate the potential of feebates as a means of
reducing the upfront capital costs of invest-
ments in RETs in buildings.

CROSSCUTTING ISSUES
Visions of the distributed utility (chapter 5) often
project large numbers of photovoltaic (PV) cells
or fuel cells in residential and commercial build-
ings. Integration of PVS into building structures
may significantly lower PV balance-of-system
costs; the use of distributed fuel cells might pro-
vide thermal benefits for space heating or hot wa-
ter but would continue to use natural gas as a fuel
for the near to mid-term with a transition to renew-
able fuels in the long term. 106 In both cases, these
early markets might help ramp up production and

allow further economics of scale and learning to
be realized. Such economies might also cvcntual-
1 y help fuel cells to penetrate transport markets. ‘)7

CONCLUSION
Renewable energy technologies arc available for
residential and commercial buildings but are not
yet widely utilized. As shown in this chapter,

l(l$Ha\jet[ ~n~ Me[~~] f, op. cit., footnotes 67 and 90.

I f~7Note  [hat the P()[en[la]  benefi[~  de~nd  on the type of fuel cell used. Chapter AI dcwribes a \ aricty of potcntia]  p:ilh~ for tr~u~~p~~rl  t~~hn(~l[)-

g ie~, $ome of w hlch u$e particular fuel cells such as the proton exchange membrane m 1 I, The cholcc  of technology Wfltb m the bul Idings  w!ctor

$hou Id, therefore, confider  In pan the po[ential synergisms with transport technologies\.
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greater utilization of these technologies could
save money over the building’s life cycle and re-
duce energy use. The indirect benefits of these
technologies—particularly reduced environmen-
tal damage from fossil fuel use and reduced sensi-
tivity to power and fuel cost increases or supply
disruptions-could be considerable. There may
also be a significant export market for these
technologies, including spectrally selective and/

or electrochromic window coatings, lighting con-
trols, building-integrated photovoltaics, and
design tools. Past experience provides a number
of lessons that may be used to refine policies in-
tended to move these technologies into the build-
ings sector. A number of policies may offer
significant leverage to move these technologies
more rapidly into the marketplace with relatively
little investment.


